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About JCS

 Founded in 2003 by a

former partner of 

Ernst & Young, LLP

 Headquartered in 

Scottsdale, Arizona

 Alumni of prestigious 

consulting firms and 

healthcare providers 

with a passion for 

client service

 Clients range from 

growing,  emerging 

organizations to 

Fortune 500 clients

 Projects range from 

smaller, short-term 

engagements to large, 

complex 

implementations and 

enterprise-wide 

projects

For more 

information, contact:

Jim Gibson

Partner

(480) 237-9203

Jim.Gibson@

JimenezConsulting.com

JCS: The Intelligent Approach to Business Intelligence

You know your organization must move beyond merely sorting, sifting and reporting

data to achieve “enabled intuition” and breakthrough visionary thinking

Value-based purchasing, accountable care, population management, shared savings and risk-sharing contracts with

commercial payers, pay-for-performance, bundled payments: these initiatives are reshaping tomorrow’s healthcare

delivery and reimbursement landscape. Successful navigation of that landscape will require you to climb the ladder of

business intelligence by:

 Capturing, integrating, and properly structuring clinical, financial, and cost data within the enterprise

 Accessing and integrating those same data from external providers that deliver services across the entire continuum of 

care

 Enabling both clinical and business knowledge workers to access and visualize data in a manner that allows them to 

obtain timely answers to critical questions

 Creating and sharing a “single version of the truth” across all parts of the enterprise

 Supporting predictive and “what-if” modeling essential to strategic planning and collaboration

 Enabling experience and intuition to reshape the vision, mission, and structure of the healthcare enterprise

JCS can help you achieve the 4 key components of true BI capability

BI implementations often fail because of: a) lack of strategy; b) lack of readiness; c) lack of direction; d) lack of execution;

and e) lack of impact (no perceived value.) JCS consultants have a deep understanding of the people, processes and

technology at play within the healthcare enterprise. We understand that there is no “plug and play” solution – the migration

from information to understanding is transformational and requires managed change and a new mindset throughout the

enterprise.

JCS’ proven program and project management skills can help you design the most appropriate BI strategy for your

organization, develop the proper business requirements, prepare the organization for change, and keep your BI initiative

focused and on target. When you partner with JCS, we will help you achieve four key components of true BI capability that

will allow you to climb the BI ladder:

 Adopt an information-driven culture

 Define and build a “BI competent” organization

 Select, acquire, and implement the right BI tools for your enterprise

 Establish a data management program that supports common enterprise understanding (a “single version of the truth”), 

consistent reporting, improved quality-of-care, improved decision making, and cost efficiencies
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To learn more about Jimenez Consulting Solutions and our offerings, please contact us at

(480) 237-9200 or visit www.jimenezconsulting.com.

Your path to true BI competence starts with a JCS BI Assessment

JCS utilizes a well-defined, in-depth, enterprise-wide business intelligence assessment process to help clients discover,

unlock, and visualize the data housed within various information silos. This assessment, which typically requires at least

12 weeks to complete, incorporates the appropriate scope, activities, and deliverables necessary to:

 Define your optimal BI strategy

 Determine the desired metrics and/or KPIs for each executive, senior-level, and mid-level business and clinical user

 Evaluate and realign your organization as necessary

 Establish structures and processes for data management, data governance, and data quality

 Identify the technology needed to support your desired BI future state

JCS will help you complete the journey to “enabled intuition”

Today, you are being asked to do nothing less than critically examine and transform the very nature and mission of your

healthcare enterprise to prepare it for success in an uncertain future. With expertise developed in major consultancies like

Ernst & Young, Deloitte and Accenture and hands-on experience working with hospitals and health systems at both the

strategic and tactical levels, JCS is the right partner for your BI initiative.

JCS knows how to help you leverage your people, processes, technology, and data to make more effective decisions that

produce better clinical and financial outcomes. Because we deploy small teams with deep subject matter expertise, we

engage smoothly and collaboratively with your executive leadership, medical leadership, and nursing leadership as well as

your business, IT, and clinical knowledge workers. We will make the journey to “enabled intuition” with you.

The end result will be a new level of BI competence that enables your enterprise and empowers your employees at all

levels:

 Better data, properly structured and not in “data silos” (data quality)

 A data governance model that aligns with and supports your business strategies and contributes significantly to 

quality-of-care and patient outcomes

 The ability to assemble and view clinical, financial, and cost data across the enterprise

 The ability to make data available to the right people, in the right format, at the right level of detail, and at the right 

time to support decision-making and predictive analysis

 Metrics that clearly demonstrate both the total cost and real value of your clinical services

 The information you need to manage the present, predict what the future may look like, and thrive… not just 

survive… in tomorrow’s accountable care landscape


